The professional life of Madeline M. Henderson (1922-) provides multiple examples of the phrase "present at the creation" during the early development of information science in the period 1950-75. Henderson was a close associate and coworker of James W. Perry, one of the foremost developers of the early ideas about information retrieval and chemical information science. With Perry and others she coedited the first two significant publications on the use of punched cards for information retrieval systems and was the leader in the first efforts to evaluate chemical notation systems for use in information retrieval. These efforts brought national and international attention as well as numerous citations to her work.
Three years after the 1952 establishment of the National Science Foundation's Office of Scientific Information, Henderson was evaluating grant proposals for the emerging field of documentation/information science and in the process of crafting two of the most significant publications that both tracked and influenced the development of the field. She not only was the creator of these two publications but also did the "legwork" investigating the projects, thus likely becoming the most knowledgeable person in the field about research and development work during this period.
During the late 1960s, when many different federal agencies were exploring the automation of their libraries, Henderson was an influential voice, in person as well as in writing, about the importance of cooperation and the necessity of compatibility for these developing information systems. Her 1966 publication on that topic, her work with the Federal Library Committee, and her role as a staff member with the National Bureau of Standards were critical to the development of federal information systems.
Much of this work, particularly in the 1960s and 1970s, she accomplished while being a wife and mother of four children. Henderson was well known for being a hard worker, for her extensive knowledge of both computer technology and library work, and especially for her ability to work easily with a variety of people from different fields.
Madeline Mary Berry was born on September 3, 1922, in Merrimac, Massachusetts. Her father was a naval architect and a native New Englander. Her mother was a registered nurse and a native of New York City. The third child in a family of four children, she and her siblings were raised in a strong Roman Catholic religious tradition. Her early education, grades one through eight, was in the public schools of Quincy, Massachusetts, and the later grades at the Woodward School for Girls, a private school also in Quincy, where she received an excellent college preparatory education, including courses in Latin, math, science, English, and French. 1 In the eighth grade, as part of a school assignment, she interviewed chemists in the local hospital about their work and decided to be a chemist. In high school she realized that chemical analysis of blood and urine was not for her and decided to become an industrial chemist. 2 She entered Emmanuel College, a Catholic school in Boston, as a day student, commuting from Quincy, and received her A.B. degree in chemistry on June 6, 1944. Shortly thereafter she began work with the DuPont Company Explosives Research Lab in New Jersey, where she performed analytical chemistry on explosives as part of work related to World War II. While working for the company's Analytical Lab she learned techniques of time management and time accounting that would later be of great use in her career in information management.
After one year in New Jersey she returned to Quincy and worked as a chemist for Harrington Research Labs. After the dissolution of that company she began work in the High Pressure Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, assisting in the analysis of catalytic cracking studies by Warren K. Lewis in the chemical engineering department. During the three and a half years she did this work she took courses in chemical engineering and physical chemistry but did not choose to go on to graduate work there. She explained her decision:
It was difficult because I would have to leave work and run across the campus and sit in the class for about an hour and then run back, and the teacher, who was a pioneer in physical chemistry, had short shrift for women, I must say. This was in the days when MIT was definitely a men's college, with very few women students, and certainly none who'd come running in breathless. So it was instructive, but it didn't inspire me to go to graduate work at that time.
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In February 1950, after two brief jobs elsewhere, Berry accepted a position with James W. Perry as an assistant chemist. This was the beginning of her work in chemical information science.
Chemical Information Science Pioneer, 1950-1954
Perry was appointed Library Fellow at MIT in 1945 but had held a number of different positions at MIT that were library/information related. He had worked in the Research Lab of Electronics, the Modern Language Department, and the Center for International Studies, where he did contract work for the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). He had earned a master's degree in chemical engineering from MIT in 1931, worked as a bench chemist for Allied Chemical, and done explosives research during World War II at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland. Perry's interest in chemical information began while at Allied Chemical, where he worked with L. H. Flett on the development of the first low-cost synthetic detergents. 4 At MIT Perry expanded his interests in information, joined the American Chemical Society (ACS), helped form the Chemical Literature Group, and became an active member of the Punched Card Techniques Committee. In 1946 ACS provided two small grants, one to fund his work on punched cards and the other for a study of chemical notation systems. In 1948 Perry and G. Malcolm Dyson, developer of a chemical notation system, met with Thomas J. Watson Sr., president of International Business Machines (IBM), to discuss possible use of IBM equipment for handling chemical information.
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By 1949 Perry and Robert S. Casey, a chemist at Schaeffer Pen Company, were in the process of compiling a volume on the use of punched cards in information work. When Berry interviewed with Perry for the position of assistant chemist, she had no experience in chemical information work, having been a bench chemist to that point in her career. She later described the interview:
We talked for several hours . . . about everything under the sun except chemical literature. . . . Finally we "ran down" and Perry said, "want to try it?" and I agreed. . . . His way of introducing me to the field of information technology was to dump in my lap the manuscript of the first edition of his book on punched cards. . . . "Read it for the technical information, for your own informationand while you're doing that, edit as needed." 6 In this unceremonious way Berry began her more than thirty years in chemical information science and information technology.
Berry described Perry as both a demanding taskmaster and a superb mentor. Not only would she receive credit in the preface of the book Punched Cards: Their Application to Science and Industry when it was published in 1951, but within the first year of work she also was presenting at a national meeting of ACS and coauthoring a published paper with Perry. 7 The presentation and the publication brought Berry national and international attention because they dealt with the effort of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) to collect and evaluate chemical notation systems. Under Perry's supervision she took the lead role in this work from about 1950 to 1952. The final product of this work was a published review of the notational systems. 8 The years from about 1950 to 1955 were busy ones for Madeline Berry and James Perry. They completed the first edition of Punched Cards and were already busily working on the second edition, which was published in 1958. 9 The IUPAC study consumed considerable time, and Berry made many visits to libraries, research centers, government agencies, and universities to collect and analyze chemical notation systems in use. Some of the early thinking and analysis on what would become the tools called semantic factoring and telegraphic abstracts began as early as 1952. 10 The idea behind semantic factoring was to develop a systematic process for identifying and making explicit the key meanings of the words and phrases used in documents. Telegraphic abstracts were terse but highly structured abstracts that communicated the essential content of a document.
11 Exploration of these two ideas had much to do with Perry and Berry's contract with the CIA, a project supervised by Joseph Becker, librarian for the CIA.
In 1951 Perry and Berry were joined by Allen Kent, a chemist formerly with Essex Chemicals and Interscience Publishers, thus completing what became one of the most familiar eponyms in the early literature of information science: Perry, Berry, and Kent. In fact, the collaboration was so productive that Simon ("Si") Newman, a chemist for the U.S. Patent Office, composed a limerick that is not only amusing but also accurate:
Perry, Berry, and Kent Reannounce the self-same event. Their abstracts in miniature Cover the world's literature Recently doubled by Perry, Berry, and Kent! 12 Perry was concerned about his prospects for receiving tenure at MIT because he had no real departmental "home" and survived on contracts. 13 By 1953 the CIA contract required that all three of them move to Washington, D.C., and work full-time there. When the CIA contract work was completed in mid-1953 they became employees of Battelle Memorial Institute and relocated to Columbus, Ohio. Shortly thereafter they began working on a contract with Aberdeen Proving Ground to improve the management of its technical reports systems. Berry then moved to Aberdeen for daily management of the project, and Perry and Kent made occasional visits as needed.
In early 1955 Perry and Kent received an offer from Jesse Shera, director of the library school at Western Reserve University (now Case Western Reserve University), to form the Center for Documentation and Communication Research. The Battelle project with Aberdeen Proving Ground was not yet completed, so Berry was employed directly by Aberdeen as a document analyst in machine methods to finish it and write the final report. The hallmarks of the project were the development of a technical abstract bulletin (using telegraphic abstracts) and a McBee Keysort card system for indexing the reports. Both were favorably received by Aberdeen management.
The "breakup" of the Perry, Berry, and Kent collaboration around late 1954 or early 1955 brought an end to one of the most productive research and development collaborations in the early history of information science in the United States. In 1954 and 1955 they had jointly authored at least twelve articles in American Documentation, Chemical Engineering, and other journals and were in the process of developing their contents into books. The American Documentation articles were published as a continuing series on the topic of machine literature searching in 1954 and 1955. 14 The expanded book version of these articles was published in 1956 as a joint publication of Western Reserve University Press and Interscience Publishers and authored by Perry, Kent, and Berry. 15 However, when Perry and Kent published an article in American Documentation in 1957 about the systems developed for Aberdeen, the only mention of Madeline M. Berry is in a reproduction of an instruction form for the engineers using the systems. 16 A revised version of this article was also published in a 1958 volume by Perry and Kent; again, no mention is made of Berry's work, despite the fact that she had completed the Aberdeen project and submitted the final report. 17 It should also be noted that Perry and Kent, as part of their work at Western Reserve University, also published several additional articles and books on the topic of machine literature searching, and Madeline M. Berry was not given credit in any of them.
The Perry, Berry, and Kent collaborative was not completely finished in 1954. The three of them continued to work on the second edition of the punched cards book until shortly before its publication in 1958. Perry and Berry would remain friends for many more years, even after Perry left Western Reserve and moved to Arizona, where he continued to publish in the area of chemical information. Kent Program for Publications Support and Scientific Documentation, created at the same time, had a variety of responsibilities: reviewing proposals and funding grant applications, supporting publications, and creating a means of informing the newly burgeoning field of documentation about its own research and development work. Two major series publications to carry out this latter responsibility were initiated, and Berry was both the creative and energetic source behind them.
The first publication to appear, in August 1956, was Current Research and Development in Scientific Documentation (CRDSD). The purpose of this series was to list "all pertinent activities in the United States that have come to the attention of the Foundation; included also are a few foreign projects." 20 The intent was to produce a semiannual report, though adhering to this schedule was not always possible. The first issue was a typed, mimeographed publication of twenty-two pages that listed nineteen projects. The last issue, number 15, published in 1969, contained 741 pages and listed 785 projects, including 273 outside the United States. In total, CRDSD used 4,253 pages to report 3,823 projects. 21 Harold Wooster's 1971 summary and critique of the origins and development of CRDSD notes that it "was the intellectual creation of Madeline Berry Henderson. Madeline was responsible for the classification system and the choices of projects to be included from the first, unnumbered volume through the next eight numbered volumes." 22 The pages of CRDSD during its thirteen-year life provide an excellent window on the world of the field of documentation/information science, including major and minor themes, technologies, funding trends, and, especially, what the pioneers of the field were doing. Wooster concluded his critique of CRDSD by stressing how important it was to the developing world of documentation/information science and the significance of the contributions of the people involved in producing it. 23 While CRDSD was excellent at listing current research in documentation, it was often difficult to tell whether the project described was actually in operation as opposed to simply being planned. Thus, a new series was initiated in January 1958, also under the direction of Berry, titled Nonconventional Technical Information Systems in Current Use (NTISCU; the title varies slightly), which listed new retrieval methods or systems in place. The term "nonconventional" was selected in order to be inclusive of innovative projects using new principles or new mechanized approaches.
Berry was in charge of the first two editions and a consultant on the third. 24 The first issue was forty-three pages and listed twenty-five systems in operation. The last issue, number 4, was published in December 1966 and contained 558 pages with descriptions of 178 systems, one fewer than those described in all previous issues.
In 1998 Henderson provided details about the origin of the NTISCU series and examples of the systems she considered groundbreaking at the time. She noted that at least two of the lasting "lessons learned" from this series were the recognition of the importance of the information specialist to the organization and the value of sharing ideas and experiences within the community of information science. 25 Lea Bohnert's 1977 summary and critique of NTISCU shows just how prescient the idea of the publication was and how well it portrayed the developing field of documentation/information science. She concluded, among other things, that small collections of information dominated these innovative new systems; the majority of these systems were in commercial operations; scientific information was the central concern of most; and, while special purpose equipment was common in the early years, it had been largely replaced by general purpose computers by the mid-1960s. Inclusion in NTISCU had "prestige value," Bohnert noted, and was a way to bring innovative work to the attention of colleagues and the NSF itself, which at the time was doing most of the funding for this type of work. Bohnert wrote that "the true history of innovative retrieval systems in this country [the United States] has begun to emerge from this analysis." 27 She had worked full-time at NSF from 1956 to 1958 and part-time as a consultant from 1958 to 1962, some of it while living in Okinawa. In addition to her work editing and compiling CRDSD and NTISCU, she also visited most of the systems and projects described in the first few issues of both publications.
Her years at NSF were tremendously productive ones, with CRDSD and NTISCU the crowning achievements because of their critical importance in helping coalesce the developing field. These two publications not only served as sources of current studies and programs in the field but also united an emerging field that was scattered across many different disciplines and areas of practice and development as well as around the world in governments and private industry. Those years at NSF were also critically important to funding information-related projects, which she reviewed for approval. Burton Adkinson, who succeeded Alberto Thompson as director of the renamed Office of Science Information Services (OSIS) in 1958, noted: "One should recall the almost hysterical atmosphere that was extant when OSIS was formed." 28 His comment referred to the reaction of the federal government to the Soviet Union's launch of the Sputnik satellite and the apparent "failures" of American science and technology. Even though "hysterical," the years were significant because of the increased funding of research and development in scientific documentation. In FY 1958 OSIS obligated $1.5 million for research projects, but in FY 1959 it obligated $3.9 million. This enumeration of titles and job duties, however, hides the influence Henderson had on government information programs of this period and the impact of her many articles and reports about these programs. During the twelve years she worked at NBS Henderson authored or coauthored twenty-one articles or reports, made more than twenty presentations to professional associations and government agencies, and wrote several book reviews. These written and oral presentations range over a wide variety of topics, but three issues dominated her attention: cooperation between federal agencies in the organization and provision of information services, development and promotion of standards, and intellectual property/copyright.
The term "cooperation" aptly describes the essence of Henderson's work at NBS and within the federal library community. Her background in scientific information, a solid knowledge of the capabilities of automation, her abilities to analyze, synthesize, and state complex and controversial issues in easy-to-understand terms, and especially her kind and generous personality gave her easy entrée to the worlds of librarians, government officials, and automation/computer experts. She was a member of the newly formed Federal Library Committee's Task Force on Automation, where she had considerable influence on decisions regarding cooperation, standards, and copyright. In this role she became not just the "guru" on federal library automation but also, as she described it, the official "point person in the Institute for Computer Sciences on library applications and documentation." 31 Closely related to these efforts was Henderson's long-term work with CENDI (Commerce, Energy, NASA, Defense Information Managers Group), the successor group to COSATI (Committee on Scientific and Technical Information), in the continuing development of procedures, standards, cooperative cataloging approaches, and working agreements on the handling of technical information reports. COSATI had been formed in the early 1960s by several federal agencies to bring uniformity to the handling (cataloging, indexing, retrieval, distribution, and other technical processing) of federal technical reports. CENDI was formed in 1985 as the official successor organization by the four agencies named above. Henderson had been actively involved with both organizations from their beginnings. She had incisively detailed the problems that needed resolution in her 1966 report, Cooperation, Convertibility, and Compatibility Among Information Systems. The lack of cooperation among federal agencies and with traditional libraries in the development of computer-based bibliographic systems was the key problem. By the mid1970s considerable progress toward cooperation had been made among the COSATI/CENDI agencies in such areas as standards for cataloging, name authority, and machine processing. Henderson was an active participant in these discussions, particularly in her role as a member of the Federal Library Committee's Task Force on Automation.
However, two large but separate, and mostly incompatible, bibliographic systems were growing: MARC (Machine Readable Cataloging), mostly for traditional libraries, and COSATI/CENDI, mostly for technical reports of the federal government. Henderson had had discussions in the early 1970s with Henriette Avram, the principal MARC developer and advocate in the Library of Congress, about the incompatibilities (the purposes as well as the standards each used) of the MARC and COSATI approaches, but no acceptable compromise was reached. She described the discussions this way: "Henriette Avram and I used to have a go at it every once in a while. She wanted to know, 'Why don't you people use MARC?' I said, 'Because the purpose of MARC is different from the purpose of the COSATI standard, which is for indexing the content of technical reports. '" 32 During her last years with NBS and after her retirement she continued to work on bringing these two systems closer together, including writing at least two articles that dealt specifically with the processing of technical reports. 33 Some progress toward compatibility was achieved in 1976 when the GPO (Government Printing Office) began using MARC cataloging for the Monthly Catalog, which included a large number of technical reports, but the two systems continued to develop largely separately and remain that way today. Discussing her role in dealing with issues regarding library automation, Henderson described herself as having "my foot in each camp [librarians and computer specialists]. I was friendly with and got along well and worked on various projects with librarians in the federal library community." Her background in scientific and technical information and in research also gave her credibility in both camps: "That's why I could speak up to Henriette Avram, who wouldn't dismiss me as not worth her concern but would tell me what her concern was and ask me to pull the other community in 'where they belonged.'" The lack of a degree in library science apparently did not affect her credibility with librarians because "I never tried to run their business. I just talked to them about the things I could talk about that I wanted them to be interested in."
34 Thus, her background, expertise, and ability to work easily with many different types of people led to considerable success in dealing with problems of library automation, standardization, and cooperative processing.
The lack of the right credentials, however, did have significant implications on her career at two different times. She applied for the job of executive secretary of the Federal Library Committee (later Federal Library and Information Center Committee) but was turned down because she did not have a degree in library science. "The search committee didn't accept the idea of a non-librarian as head."
35 She also applied for the position of director of technical information at NBS (supervising publications and library operations), but the job instead went to someone in the Office of Administration at NBS.
In 1971 Henderson was nominated to be a Commerce Department Science and Technology Fellow with an assignment at a departmental level for one year. In 1975 she was accepted as part of the Key Executive Program at American University, with tuition paid by NBS, which in turn led to her 1977 master's degree in public administration. This program gave her a chance to observe not only the operations and management of other federal agencies but also those in private industry. As she described it later: "It was half fun and half very, very educational." 36 It was at NBS that Henderson felt she first ran into serious discrimination as a female, specifically as an older woman. In particular she felt she was not treated fairly in regard to support for educational/ professional travel and for promotion. It appeared to her that she had to struggle for support, even with encouragement from her supervisor, Ruth Davis, while male employees, particularly younger ones, were easily able to obtain funding for travel. These situations and a change in the functions and structure of her unit within NBS were largely responsible for her early retirement in 1979.
In reality, however, retirement was only a springboard to thirteen years of consulting. The years of consulting were also productive ones for her. She produced an additional eleven articles and reports during this time, most of them dealing with the same kinds of topics that had occupied her time at NBS: cooperation, standards, library automation, and copyright.
From the time she began her work in 1950-51 with Perry, Henderson was an active member of both ACS and ASIS. She was chair of numerous committees, panel sessions, and conferences for both organizations. She was never an active candidate for any of the higher offices in either organization because "I used to think that you waited for people to come to you and tell you that they wanted you to run for an office or they wanted to give you an award." 37 Fortunately, both organizations stepped forward on the award end. She was elected as a Fellow of the American Institute of Chemists in 1964, which in turn led to her being named a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). She is a lifetime member of AAAS and an emeritus member of ACS. In 1989 she received the Watson Davis Award from ASIS, one of the highest honors given to members.
Conclusion
When I asked Henderson in 1997 what she considered her major contributions to the world of information science she mentioned her work with chemical structure searching, IUPAC, standards, and standardization.
38 This can only be described as a characteristically modest statement from this unassuming pioneer of information science and technology. My own view certainly includes those activities, but the two that strike me as equally important are the pioneering contributions she made at NSF and her abilities to synthesize ideas and formulate them into plans and programs that made productive connections between the worlds of scientists, librarians, government officials, and information scientists in ways that made all of them better. Her work in building CRDSD and NTISCU was of inestimable value in creating a field of researchers and practitioners that would soon be called information science. Her writings about standards, copyright, and cooperation brought clarity and insight to these complex issues. The work she did with the Federal Library Committee on library automation and her efforts for cooperative approaches to standards for technical reports processing were critically important because these systems were in the early development stages. And, not least, she ran a model information center for NBS staff.
Henderson's career and life are remarkable examples of a woman who successfully managed to combine the professional "track" and the family "track." While accomplishing all the professional achievements detailed here, she also was raising four children and managing a home. She was happily married for more than fifty years. Her professional career also likely matches other women who combined family and work. Breaks in her professional life likely cost her in some unknown ways and necessitated new beginnings. She has indicated, however, that she has no regrets about these possibly lost opportunities. Indeed, because of her work habits (constantly reading and writing professional literature) and her abilities as researcher and analyst, there may not have been many lost opportunities. Even while living overseas and tending family she managed to stay actively involved in her professional life. It is also possible that the emphasis on family life cost her a chance for an advanced degree that could possibly have enhanced her credentials as a researcher. However, despite the lack of this credential, she was well recognized as a researcher and a superb analyst of research proposals and reports.
Henderson worked in a man's world, particularly in her early years in chemical information science and information retrieval, yet she did much more than survive. She was an active researcher, author, editor, and manager. Indeed, she was one of the most productive authors in the early years of documentation/information science and was frequently asked to chair conferences (such as the Gordon Research Conference of 1972), panels, and similar sessions in fields dominated by men. She was remarkably unaffected by gender discrimination, though not completely free of it, as indicated by her experience of being ignored as a deserving coauthor of a professional article and the gender/age discrimination issue at NBS. She frequently assumed leadership roles in her various jobs and through her extensive writings. What characterizes her life as a pioneer in information science is her intelligence, hard work, and an ability to work cooperatively with others when there were important jobs to be done.
Notes

